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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to evaluate the risk-return efficiency of credit policies for managing portfolio credit risk of banking institutions. The focus of the empirical analysis is on a range of possible policy options using a simulation model that represents an operating environment of lenders servicing the Australian farm sector. Banking institutions resort to a range of internal policy instruments to manage potential loss of income and capital in event of borrower default. The use of internal policy mechanisms occurs because well-developed derivative markets for managing credit risks are limited. Efficacy of credit policy maximises the capacity of banks to absorb loan losses when they occur and minimises the possibility of bank failure. By corollary, efficient credit policy also extends the limits to which banks can make finance available to borrowers, and to offer lower lending rates in a competitive lending environment. To this end, decision-makers in banks have been focusing on applying the portfolio theory concepts of risk measurement, diversification and pricing for risk to credit policy development. However, there have been limited empirical applications of portfolio theory to credit policy formulation in the literature. In this study, insurance theory principles and agency relationships between a borrower and a lender are integrated into the portfolio theory framework. This framework is used to assess the nature of the relationships between each type of credit risk and credit policy.

Credit risk is viewed as being comprised of two components: expected loss and unexpected loss. Expected loss equals the income and capital loss expected in event of default weighted by the probability of default. Unexpected loss is the extent to which deviations in realised loan losses occur from their expected values. When many borrowers are combined to form a portfolio, borrowers may be graded on a common basis through the expected loss spectrum for default risk and security risk using a two-dimensional risk classification matrix structure. The extent to which unexpected losses on individual loan securities are correlated defines systematic risk while the remaining portfolio risk constitutes unsystematic risk. Systematic risk among loan securities occurs as a result of correlation of loss probabilities between different types of borrowers. Since the probability of default of borrowers is directly related to their income distributions, correlations of loss distributions occurs as a result of a common
set of exogenous factors affecting income distributions of borrowers in different regions and industries. Beta risk on loan securities is therefore assessed on the basis of securities classified for regional and industry segmentations.

Promised interest rates charged on loan securities are comprised of four key components when priced for credit risk: the risk free rate, the default risk premium, the security risk premium and the portfolio risk premium. For a particular borrower, the default risk premium and the security risk premium are added together to give a certainty-equivalent risk premium. This risk premium allows lenders to be compensated for expected losses on loan securities held by a borrower. If each credit risk class includes many region-industry segments with each segment containing a large number of similar sized borrowers, lenders may force the unsystematic component of portfolio risk to zero. A key pre-condition behind risk spreading is independence between the covariances of loss rates across regions and industries. If independence is achieved, the income received through the certainty-equivalent risk premium exactly matches the expected loss rate on the risk class. Under these conditions, the expected return on each risk class in a competitive capital market is the risk free rate of interest.

The portfolio risk premium is a function of the market risk premium for bearing portfolio risk and beta risk on loan securities in a particular region-industry segment. Portfolio risk premiums may be formulated using low or high order definitions of regions and industries depending on the nature of data available to measure beta. A portfolio risk premium is added to the certainty-equivalence promised interest rate to give the promised interest rate charged to a borrower. This pricing behaviour allows the expected returns on loan securities to reflect differences in beta risk associated with different region-industry segments.

Pricing for credit risk is efficient so long as risk concentrations are not excessive and the default risk of borrowers remains independent of the promised rate of interest. At the portfolio level, excessive risk concentrations for most lending institutions may arise as a result of dissimilar sized borrowers and disproportionate numbers of borrowers in different low-order definitions of regions and industries. Maximum portfolio concentration limits may therefore be defined for different categories of borrowers in order to limit excessive risk concentrations. Minimum portfolio limits may be used to
assure risk spreading across a sufficient number of region-industry segments within a risk class. Lenders also manage the impact of unexpected losses on their portfolio returns through adequate allocations of equity capital on particular portfolio segmentations.

At the borrower level, credit controls may be used to ensure that borrower default risk remains independent of the promised interest rate being charged over a limited range of the expected loss spectrum. A risk pricing limit may be set for different portfolio segments at the point where promised interest rates begins to affect default risk. Credit quality limits may be formulated in terms of a maximum acceptable expected probability of default and a minimum acceptable expected security coverage. Loan proposals that do not satisfy credit quality limits are either rejected or revised in the credit screening process. Revision of loan applications may occur in circumstances where default risk is not independent of pricing or where loans are insufficiently secured. In these cases, credit quality may be improved by obtaining more collateral coverage or through reducing maximum credit limits. A minimum credit reserve limit may be devised to permit lenders to price new borrowers for credit risk in the region of acceptable credit quality in accordance with risk constraints implied by a credit risk classification system. If borrowers do default, maximum credit limits may be extended or loan repayments may be rescheduled to improve the dynamic profile of the lender’s risk and returns on loan securities.

Since the risk-return efficiency of various credit policy parameters involves empirical investigation, a dynamic portfolio model is outlined to enable the analysis of different credit policy options. The decision problem facing a lender in selecting credit policy is modelled as a choice between portfolio return distribution functions arising from different credit policy regimes. Stochastic dominance (SD) efficiency criteria are used to choose between credit policy alternatives. The SD criteria considers the total return distribution and requires only general assumptions to be made about the nature of the risk-return preferences of decision makers in banks.

The portfolio theory framework is couched in terms of the capital budgeting approach to generate a portfolio return distribution function for a particular credit policy regime. Using this framework, borrowers are segmented by credit risk class, region, industry
and loan maturity to give categories of loan securities with relatively homogeneous
distribution functions for bank returns. Each credit risk class defines risk constraints
on which a stochastic simulation model of the average borrower in a portfolio segment
may be developed. The credit risk classification system links a borrower’s financing
decision to their production and investment decisions in line with credit policy. The
simulation method for credit scoring allows alignment of borrowers with differing
credit quality characteristics to a credit risk classification system, and offers an
alternative technique to existing credit scoring methods in the literature. In the
dynamic model, the stochastic simulation method is used to generate loan security
returns through time. Loan return outcomes predicted for a given borrower income
scenario are weighted by the number of borrowers in the segment to give measures of
portfolio performance in absolute dollar terms.

The computable simulation model developed in this study uses farm surveys data to
generate a portfolio environment that is representative of lenders servicing the
Australian farm sector. This model is used to examine the risk-return efficiency of two
aspects of credit policy: risk pricing limits in loan reviews and a loan restructuring option
versus a ‘no restructuring’ option. The findings suggest that banks servicing the
Australian farm sector will earn more profit without additional portfolio risk if the
maximum limit to which pricing accounts for default risk in loan reviews is positively
linked to volatility of gross incomes of farm business borrowers. Importantly, this
finding is contingent on well-defined credit underwriting standards to be applied in loan
originations. In particular, credit-underwriting standards must be formulated so as to
procure farm business borrowers of high credit quality with loans that are fully secured
using fixed assets. The credit scoring results indicate that for farm business borrowers in
Australia to achieve acceptable credit quality, they must have high levels of productivity
compared to the region-industry average. The results of simulations also show that a
flexible rather than a rigid policy approach to problem loan management provides for
large net benefits since such a strategy reduces the sensitivity of non-pricing aspects of
credit policy on the dynamic profile of credit risk of farm business borrowers.

With further research, the simulation model may be used to identify sets of efficient
credit policies in which trade-offs in portfolio risk and bank returns occur. With this
information, pricing and lending guidelines that embodies the optimal credit policy set may be formulated for application by line personnel in credit approval and loan review processes.
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